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RAJYA SABHA 
Thursday,   th,-   6th  August,   1970|tfie 15th 

Snvana, 1B92   (Safca) 

The  House  met  at  eleven  of  the clock, MR. 
CI AIRMAN in the Chair. 

ORAL ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS 

1 PAKISTANI  OFFICERS'  MEETINGS  WITH 
HOSTILE NAGAS AND MIZOS 

*34. SHRI   .OKANATH MISRArJ SHRI 
.lUNDAR MANI PATEL: SHRI ,. P. 
YADAV; SHRI SUNDAR  SINGH 

BH \NDARI; DR. BHAI 
MAHAVIR-SHRI S. S. 
MARISWAMY: SHRI K. C. 
PANDA: SHRI N. K. 
SHEJWALKAR; SHRI   >REM  
MANOHAR: SHRI ; AL K. 
ADVANI: SHRI   FAGDISH 
PRASAD MATHUR: 

Will the Minister of DEFENCE be pleased 
to state: 

(a) whether Government's atten 
tion has been drawn to a report pub 
lished in the 'Patriot' of May 27, 1970, 
stating the high civilian and military 
officers of Pakistan held summit 
meeting wit] the leaders of hostile 
Nagas and Mizos near Chittagong 
with a view to mount insurgent activi 
ties and to 'liberate' the hilly areas 
in the Eastern region of our coun 
try; ana 

(b) if so, the reaction of the Gov 
ernment of Ii idia in this regard ? 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE (SHRI 
NARENDRA SINGH MAHIDA): (a) Yes, 
Sir. 

(b) The  Security  Forces   are  taking  
necessar -  steps  to  prevent    the 

Transerred  from  the    28th    July, 1970. 

†The question was actually    asked on the 
floor of the   House by    Shri Lokanath 
Misra. 1063 RS—1. 

violent activities of the extremist elements. 

SHRI LOKANATH MISRA : May I know, 
Sir, whether it has received the attention of 
the |hon. Minister and the Government that 
nineteen top leaders of various tribal groups 
propose setting up a strong base at Jhariban 
on the Imphal-Silchar border and whether the 
Pakistani officials have assured these rebels 
of all kinds of help in the form of arms, 
guerilla training and, if necessary, shelter in 
East Pakistan and, if so, whether the 
Government of India have lodged any protest 
with the Pakistan High Commission here or 
our High Commissioner in Pakistan has 
lodged any protest with the Pakistan 
Government and if so, what is the reaction of 
the Pakistan Government? 

SHRI NARENDRA SINGH 
MAHIDA: Sir, we have this information 
available that a joint conference of military 
officers and civilian officials of Pakistan, and 
some leaders of the Mizos, Nagas and 
Singraks from India and Pakistan was held on 
the 26th and 27th of October, 1969, in the 
Chittagong Hill Tracts. About the complaint 
to the Pakistan Government, the Ministry of 
External Affairs sent a protest note regarding 
this meeting to Pakistan on the 26th of March, 
1970, but the Pakistan Government have 
rejected this protest note by our Government. 

SHRI LOKANATH MISRA: But in cases 
of this type, Sir, when foreign Governments 
interfere in the internal affairs of a particular 
State, normally the procedure is. that the 
Ambassador belonging to that particular 
interfering State is summoned to the External 
Ministry and warned. In the case of this 
particular affair, Sir, when the Government of 
India is cent per cent sure that they are 
instigating the rebels in      India, 
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why did not the External Affairs Ministry 
summon the Pakistan High Commissioner 
and warn him as normally is the procedure in 
such cages ? 

SHRI JAGJIVAN RAM: In accordance 
with the normal procedure the protest note 
was sent to the Pakistan Government. They 
rejected the note but indirectly admitted the 
thing by laying that because the hill people in 
the eastern area of India are not being treated 
properly they have taken refuge in East 
Pakistan. So they have admitted it, and the 
protest note is to be pursued. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The question was : 
Was the High Commissioner of Pakistan 
called to the External Affairs Ministry and 
warned and, if not, why not ?   That was the 
question. 

SHRI JAGJIVAN RAM : But I have 
answered that, Sir, I followed the question 
and I have said that the External Affairs 
Ministry have followed the normal procedure 
and lodged the protest with the Pakistan 
Government. 

SHRI MAHAVIR TYAGI: That is no 
answer. The question was : Was the High 
Commissioner of Pakistan summoned and 
warned ? Say yes or no. 

SHRI TAGJIVAN RAM: It is quite 
obvious from the answer that I have given 
previously that a protest note was sent to the 
Pakistan Government. 

SHRI MAHAVIR TYAGI: So he was not 
called. 

SHRI LOKANATH MISRA : Sending a 
protest note to the Pakistan Government and 
summoning their High Commissioner    .    .    
. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: He has made the 
statement that he was not summoned but only 
the protest note was sent. 

SHRI MAHAVIR TYAGI: Why was this 
particular exception made in this regard ?    I 
would like to know. 

SHRI LOKANATH MISRA; The Minister 
says that that was the procedure in the 
External Affairs Ministry and that it was 
adopted. Is it not a fact that on many 
occasions the concerned Ambassadors have 
been summoned to the External Affairs 
Ministry and given the warning? Has it not 
been the case in the case of South Vietnam 
and in many other cases ? 

SHRI MAHAVIR TYAGI : A written 
commitment is more authentic than an oral 
commitment. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I take it that in this 
case he was not called. 

SHRI S. S. MARISWAMY: This action of 
Pakistan in inviting our rebels is a very 
serious matter and our Government has sent a 
protest note and the note has been rejected by 
Pakistan. What further proposals our 
Government has to pursue the matter and see 
that Pakistan and others who invite our rebels 
realise that they are doing something that is 
very much against international law? 

SHRI JAGJIVAN RAM: There can be two 
actions. I will talk to the External Affairs 
Minister what further steps in this matter have 
to be taken so far as Pakistan Government is 
concerned. The other thing is that we have to 
make our preparations to deal with any situa-
tion that may be created by the hostile 
elements. 

SHRI K. C. PANDA : May I know whether 
it is a fact that a gang led by Lt. Col. Maleila 
Pas and equipped with modern weapons and 
equipments has been seen in the nearby 
jungles and if so whether any combing ope-
rations have been taken up by our 
Government ? 
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SHRI JAGJIVAN RAM: I should like to 
give the details. In recent times in view of the 
sagging morals of the Naga hostiles some 
activities were intensified by them but at tne 
same time the House must know that they are 
not i eceiving the same cooperation i -ova the 
general Naga public ar d because they are not 
getting response from the population the 
surrender of the hostiles has been quite 
substantial, surrender ef arms, surrendi r even 
of officers according to th< tr ranking of 
Major-General, Brigadier and things like that. 
There are some hostiles who are still indulging 
in violence but we are taking ad ion. One very 
satisfactory development is that they are not 
receiving the same co-operation from the 
population in Nagaland. 

SHRI K. C PANDA : My question was 
quite clear whether this particular gentleman, 
the so-called Lt. Col Maleila Pas aid his gang 
have been captured. 

MR. CHAI1MAN: This is all right. Mr. 
Sundar Mani Patel is not here.   Mr. Ya lav. 
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MR.   CHAIRMAN:    Please   put   a 
question.   Madam Binh is irrelevant. 

 

SHRI JAGJIVAN RAM:    That    is not the 
question. 

 

 

(Interruptions) 

SHRI M. M. DHARIA: Let the hon.   
Minister    answer the  question. 

SHRI JAGJIVAN RAM: I will give you 
the figures. The arms surrendered by or 
Captured from the Naga underground till 30th 
June, 1970, number 3265, including 295 
weapons rom the China-returned Nagas. 
These include 3 medium machine guns, 45 
light machine guns, 19 mortars, 10 rocket 
launchers, 1238 rifles, 40 sten guns, etc., apart 
from non-service pattern weapons. 

SHRI MAHAVIR TYAG1: What were the 
markings   .   .   . 

 

SHRI JAGJIVAN RAM: The classification 
as to how many are weapons with Chinese 
marking and how many with Pakistani 
marking is not given. This is the total that has 
been captured, but sometimes it happens that 
the arms that are provided by China or 
Pakistan do not come with their markings. 
They take that precaution   .   .   . 

SHRI MAHAVIR TYAGI: Has the 
Government   .   .   . 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Tyagi, please sit 
down, 

SHRI JAGJIVAN RAM: This is the total 
number of arms that have captured from, or 
have been surrendered by, the hostiles. 

MR- CHAIRMAN : We have taken fifteen 
minutes on this question. 

SHRI N. K. SHEJWALKAR : This is an 
important question. 
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SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: There are reports 
that Naga rebels of the Kachin State in Burma 
have also declared their intention to liberate 
Naga areas in Burma in cooperation with the 
Naga rebels in India. In view of the fact that 
the   Naga threat 

is developing into a common menace, has the 
Government of India made any attempt to 
secure the cooperation of the Burmese 
Government in checking and containing this 
menac« ? If so, what has been the Burmese 
Government's response? My second question 
is in respect of Muiva, the General Secretary 
of the Naga National Council which is the 
political arm of the Naga Underground, who is 
reported to have penetrated through our 
security forces and entered into India from 
China despite all our efforts. The authorities 
there have contradicted it. I would like to 
know the truth about Muiva, whether he hag 
crossed the security ring or not. 
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MR.   CHAIRMAN:    Next  question. 

NAGA FEDERAL ARMY 

*240. SHRI SUNDAR MANI PATEL: SHRI 
K. C. PANDA:-J-SHRI M. K. MOHTA: Will 
the Minister of DEFENCE be pleased to state; 

(a) whether Government's attention has 
been drawn to the Press report appearing in 
the 'Indian Express' dated the 28th May, 1970 
regarding instructions issued by the Naga 
Federal Army High Command to its army 
units to be ready for a showdown with the 
Indian Army and to the fact that in 
consultation with the Naga Federal Army, the 
"Revolutionary Government" of Manipur 
have opened camps near Novel, Ukral and 
Tengnoupal to recruit volunteers; and 

(b) if so, the reaction of Government in 
regard thereto ? 

†The question was actually asked on the 
floor of the House by Shri K. C. Panda. 


